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Course of defence: [in person] The student presented his thesis defense according to the
following structure: topic and relevance of the notion of solidarity in
Germany.
CU Committee: Dr. Semerák raises a question about being aware of
empirical evidence in macroeconomics related to the topic.
Student replies: Yes
Dr. Semerák follows-up regarding the ongoing debates within the
EU, and also pointing out the experimental evidence that could be
considered in this kind of topic. Follows-up with a question
regarding the role of reciprocity vis-a-vis solidarity.
Student replies: Yes
Dr. Salamon remarks regarding the scope of reciprocity.
Student replies: Yes
Dr. Semerák mentions the case of nuclear power in Germany, and
asks the student how to interpret this towards the concepts and
principles in solidarity explored in own Bc. thesis?
Student replies: Yes
Dr. Doboš makes a question regarding the methodology used. Is it
theory testing?
Student elaborates in terms of introducing a new concept plus
reconceptualizing based on other literature.
CU Committee: no further quesitons.
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Result of defence: excellent (B)
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